
Four Quarters
This is one of the best conditioning drills around in my opinion. It trains players to push a max effort 
consistently through every quarter of a game.

Sets/Reps: 4x4 (two to three minutes rest between quarters)
10-yard sprints with a 10-second rest between sprints
20-yard sprints with a 20-second rest between sprints
30-yard sprints with a 30-second rest between sprints
20-yard sprint, 20-yard stride, 20-yard sprint, 20-yard stride and 20-yard sprint with a 30-second rest
This ends one quarter. Go again three more times.

Sprint Ladders
The sprint ladder is a demanding conditioning drill that requires repeated bursts of exercise with not a lot 
of exercise with not a lot of rest, mimicking the rigors you're  likely to encounter during a football game.
2 x sprint 10 yards, rest 10 seconds between sprints
2 x sprint 20 yards, rest 20 seconds between sprints
2 x sprint 30 yards, rest 30 seconds between sprints
2 x sprint 40 yards, rest 45 seconds between sprints
2 x sprint 30 yards, rest 30 seconds between sprints
2 x sprint 20 yards, rest 20 seconds between sprints
2 x sprint 10 yards, rest 10 seconds between sprints
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20 Yards Sprints
Sprint 16 sets of 20 yard dashes with a 20 second rest between each set. 
Once you have completed 16 sets rest for 5 minutes  then complete another set of 16.

*Rest time starts as soon as you cross the 20 yard marker.

40 Yards Sprints
Sprint 14 sets of 40 yard dashes, rest interval between sprints is 35 seconds.

*Rest time starts as soon as you cross the 40 yard marker.

40 – 60 – 80 – 100
40  yards  and  sprint  the  distance  6  times.    
60  yards  and  sprint  the  distance  4  times.
80  yards  and  sprint  the  distance  2  times.

100  yards  from  goal  line  to  goal  line,  1  time.

*Take  5  Min  Break  in  between  and  REPEAT  4  times



5-10-15-20-25 Shuttle 

10  X  100  yard  sprints,  rest  1  minute
8  X  80  yard  sprints,  rest  45  seconds
6X  60  yard  sprints,  rest  30  seconds
4  X  40  yard  sprints,  rest  20  seconds

10/8/6/4 SPRINTS



300-Yard Shuttle Variations 

Ajax Drill



WEEK  ONE  &  TWO  
2  X  40  yards,  4  x  30  yards,  rest  90  seconds  
6  x  20  yards,  8  x  10  yards,  rest  90  seconds  and  repeat  
*15  seconds  rest  between  sprints

WEEK  THREE  &  FOUR  
4  X  40  yards,  6  x  30  yards,  rest  90  seconds  
8  x  20  yards,  10  x  10  yards,  rest  90  seconds  and  repeat  
*20  seconds  rest  between  sprints

*Repeat  once  the  4  week  cycle  is  over  and  drop  the  rest  time  down  15-‐30  seconds

Here’s where a coach can use 100 yards effectively. But you need to fine-tune the drill a little to make
it more appropriate. Instead of all-out sprints, have the players perform interval sets of 20-yard sprints 
and 20-yard strides for the full length of the field. Striders are particularly beneficial to players. They 
help players develop greater stride length. This means they’ll be able to cover more ground in less 
time, resulting in greater speed production. 

20-yard sprint
20-yard stride *Rest 30 seconds between sets and repeat for a total of four to 10 sets. 
20-yard sprint Start on the lower set range at the beginning of your pre-season training and
20-yard stride  increase volume as your conditioning progresses.
20-yard sprint

INTERVAL SPRINT LADDER

Sprint/Stride Intervals



40/40 SPRINTS 
10  X  40  yard  sprints,  rest  20  seconds

*Take  a  6min  break  after  10  sprints  and  repeat  4  times  to  complete  40-‐40  yard  sprints  

60 Yard Shuttles



100 Yard Sprints



RBA  Active  Dynamic  Warm-‐up

Sprint 100, walk back 50, sprint 50, walk back 100 meters
Repeat above circuit 4 to 8 more times. After you walked back the last 100 meter
start with the first 100 meters immediately

*Finish Workout With A Killer Core Workout

60-second full crunch
60-second bicycle crunch
60-second side plank each side
60-second full plank with alternate leg raise
60-second russian twists

Leg swings: 10 each, side to side and back and forth
Hurdle work: 10 x each leg over a hurdle

Track Workout
100-50-50-100

300-150 Workout
MOBILITY



Hurdle work: 8 Fire hydrants each side *If  no  hurdle  don’t  worry  can  be  done  on  air  
Hurdle work: 8 circle hydrants each side
Hurdle work: 10 Iron cross each side
Hurdle work: 10 Scorpion each side

8 steps knee to chest. Jog/skip return x 2
8 steps quad stretch. Jog/skip return x 2
20 meter high knees quick pace transition to run x 2
20 meter high skip transition to run 20 meters x 2
20 meter A skips, run 20 meters x 2
10 meter lunge to 10 meter jog it out
20 meter high knees quick pace transition to run x 2

DYNAMIC STRETCHING
Hamstrings stretch
Lying figure 4 stretch *Streth  Until  You  Feel  You  Are  Ready
Butterfly stretch

6 x 300m at 70% each one at same pace rest, 3 minutes at most
2 x 150m buildups

PREP DRILL

SPEED WORKOUT



5x20
4x30 *Youycan  do  this  on  the  football  filed  as  well  usin  yards  instead  of  meters

3x40
3x30
3x40
1x60
5x30
*Repeat  One  More  Time  Once  Your  Done  *(2  Sets)

Acceleration Workouts (100 - 200)



The sprint ladder is a demanding conditioning drill that requires repeated bursts of exercise with not a lot 


